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21. Upon mixing two independent one-many relationships__________dependency arises.  

a) Transitive             

b) multivalued              

c) Functional              

d) partial  

   

22. If L is left node, M is middle node, R is right node then an L-M-R traversal can be 

termed as_____  

a) Post order       

b) In order               

c) Preorder                

d) This is invalid order  

   

23. Which of the OSI model layer is also known as end-to-end layer  

a) Session layer              

b) Presentation layer    

c) Transport layer                

d) Network layer  
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24.  Which of the OSI model layer is responsible for both encryption and decryption?  

a) Presentation layer               

b) Network layer               

c) Session layer              

d) Transport layer  

  

25.  Identify the point that is not true with respect to stack  

a) Not possible to insert or remove elements anywhere except the top of stack  

b) Stack supports LIFO (last in first out) for deleting elements  

c) None of these  

d) Stack is dynamic set where elements are removed in reverse order of insertion  

    

 26. When word flag a possible spelling or grammar error, it also changes mark on the 

spelling and grammar  

Status icon to _____________  

a) red x                  

b) red check mark                 

c) green check mark                 

d) green x  
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27. Upon mixing two independent one-many relationships__________dependency arises.  

a) Transitive             

b) multivalued              

c) Functional              

d) partial  

  

28. If L is left node, M is middle node, R is right node then an L-M-R traversal can be 

termed as_____  

a) Post order       

b) In order               

c) Preorder                

d) This is invalid order  

   

29. Which of the OSI model layer is also known as end-to-end layer  

a) Session layer              

b) Presentation layer    

c) Transport layer                

d) Network layer  
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30.  Which of the OSI model layer is responsible for both encryption and decryption?  

a) Presentation layer               

b) Network layer               

c) Session layer              

d) Transport layer  

  

31.  Identify the point that is not true with respect to stack  

a) Not possible to insert or remove elements anywhere except the top of stack  

b) Stack supports LIFO(last in first out) for deleting elements  

c) None of these  

d) Stack is dynamic set where elements are removed in reverse order of insertion  

    

32. When word flag a possible spelling or grammar error, it also changes mark on the 

spelling and grammar  

Status icon to _____________  

a) Red x                  

b) Red check mark                 

c) Green check mark                 

d) Green x  
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33. Identify the point that is NOT true with respect to a queue?  

a. deletion from the queue happens only at the tail of the queue.  

b. Queue supports FIFO(First In First Out)order of removal of elements.  

c. none of these  

d. Insertion in queue happens only at the head of the queue.  

  

34. Periodic collection of all the free memory space to form contiguous block of free space 

by an operating  

System is called:  

a. garbage collection                  

b. Dynamic memory allocation     

c. collision                

d. concatenation  

  

35. In C programming array index starts from:    

a. 0 or 1         

b. 0           

c. 1            

d. none of these  
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36. Java source code is compiled into_________.  

a. byte code        

b. word code       

c. bit code      

d. objective code  

  

37. The output quality of a printer is measured by:  

a. Dots printed per unit time      

b. Dot per centimeter     

c. Dot per sq.inch     

d. Dot per inch  

  

38. The number of full and half adders required to add 16-bit numbers is:  

a. 16 half-adders,0 full-adders  

b. 8 half –adders,8 full-adders  

c. 4 half-adders,12 full-adders  

d. 1 half-adder,15 full-adders  
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39. To select a group of words,________.  

a. right-click the first and last characters of the group to be selected  

b. double-click anywhere within the group to be selected  

c. click the group button on the formatting toolbar  

d. drag the mouse pointer through the characters to be selected  

  

40. What will be the output of following C code?  

                1.  struct abc  

                2.  {  

                3.            int b=6;  

                4.            char c;  

                5.  }  

                6.  Structure;  

                7.  int main()  

                8.  {  

                9.            int i=sizeof(structure);  

                10.          printf(“%d”,i);  

                11. }  

a.4          

b.1          

c.2           

d.6  
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